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Energy Consumption

The Alliance to Save Energy says that as much 
as 90% of the energy consumed by washing 

machines is used to heat the water



Benefits of Washing in Cold Water 

● saves energy
● saves money
● less wear and tear on clothes
● cleans just as effectively - cold water 

detergents now exist



Methodology

1. Surveyed Campisi and McLaughlin before       
starting pilot

2. Posted signs in McLaughlin laundry room 
with benefits of washing in cold water



Methodology (contd.)

3. Changed 4 out of 8 of the washing       
machines to run on only cold water

❏ These machines were only 75 cents when 
using quarters

❏ Put up signs around Campisi halls and 
laundry room advertising the price change 
and encouraging washing in cold water









Results Before

After



Results (contd.)- In Campisi

Cold Water Washing Machine Usage:

382
Regular Washing Machine Usage:

313



If SCU converted half of all campus washing machines 
to use cold water only (assuming they were used as 
frequently as they were for the pilot project)...

● We would save… $1717.31/ yr
● And prevent 35075.27 lbs of CO2 from going in the atmosphere

equal to…
● CO2 emissions from burning 1,744 gallons of gasoline
● GHG emissions driving 38,899 miles in an average passenger 

vehicle





Recommendations for Housing Office:

When contract is up next summer, do a two-tier 
pricing system

❏ Cold Water: $1.00, Warm or Hot: $1.25
❏ All machines would have the capability to charge a 

cheaper price depending on the setting chosen 
ideally 

❏ Get in contact with Housing and Facilities at UC 
Berkeley



Recommendations for SCU

❏ Continue promoting energy efficient habits as part of 
residence life culture
❏ Permanent Stickers on washing machines 

encouraging students to use the ‘bright colors’ 
setting

❏ Permanent eye-catching signs in laundry rooms with 
the benefits of washing in cold water

❏ Suggesting cold water detergent to freshmen
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